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Heather Creamer: What many brands operating in the subscription and reoccurring services sector 
have found, especially those looking to drive quality, high value enrollment is 
that partners who drive leads and who are paid on a cost-per-action basis can 
be ideal partners for generating both volume and lifetime value.

Lenox Powell: I'm Lenox Powell, the host and producer of the Outperform Podcast. On these 
episodes I talk with Acceleration Partners, team members, industry partners, 
and clients, to bring you a behind-the-scenes perspective on what the world's 
leading companies and performance marketers are doing to outperform in their 
business and marketing partnerships.

Lenox Powell: Welcome to the Outperform Podcast. Today I'm joined by Heather Creamer, an 
associate account director here at Acceleration Partners, with over nine years in 
affiliate marketing. In today's episode Heather and I discuss the role of customer 
lifetime value or LTV in affiliate marketing and what brands need to do to realize 
that performance element in their affiliate programs. Hey, Heather. Welcome.

Heather Creamer: Hi, Lenox. Thanks for having me on today.

Lenox Powell: You've been managing affiliate programs for all types of brands for many years. 
Is this concept of customer lifetime value something that's always been 
important within affiliate programs?

Heather Creamer: It's definitely something that many brands are increasingly interested in across 
all verticals, but it's especially an important topic for those brands that have a 
subscription or reoccurring enrollment aspect to their business model.

Lenox Powell: So you're talking about companies like Netflix or Amazon Prime or meal kit or 
shaving products?

Heather Creamer: Yes, exactly. Really any company where there is a reoccurring service element 
where products or services are being provided to a consumer on a consistent 
basis until that consumer unsubscribes or turns off an autoshipment.

Lenox Powell: Got you. Okay. So what is it about customer lifetime value that is especially 
important to these types of brands?

Heather Creamer: So it increased in importance for most brands across the board, not just those 
brands with subscription or reoccurring services, but for a subscription or 
reoccurring enrollment services due to the nature of their business model 
where they're receiving a fee on a reoccurring basis, most brands with this type 
of service want their customers to stay a while not only from an economic 
standpoint but also from a brand loyalty standpoint.

Lenox Powell: What do you mean from an economic standpoint?
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Heather Creamer: Customer lifetime value is one of the most important metrics in understanding a 
brand's customer. It can even help the brand make business decisions across all 
marketing channels. However, specific to affiliate, understanding the lifetime 
value of customers can help brands identify how much they should spend to 
acquire a new customer, what their return on ad spent should be, along with 
what a reasonable commission to pay is. Whether it's through their affiliate 
program or other marketing channels, brands spend money to attract new 
customers. And typically their goal is to attract a lot of new customers. The 
longer those customers stay, the better return they are getting on their ad 
spent.

Lenox Powell: Got it. You also noted that customer lifetime value has increased in importance 
for brands across the board. Why is that?

Heather Creamer: The lifetime value of a customer is one of the most important factors in 
determining a business' present and future success. However, sometimes it can 
be an overlooked metric. Over the past few years it's gotten easier for brands to 
determine what longevity and lifetime value is and means for their average 
customer. In the past this was really time consuming and manual to track. By 
and large the focus was just on volume.

Heather Creamer: Now with more sophisticated tracking tools and software brands can track LTV 
more efficiently across all marketing channels. So for example, Google Analytics 
now provides reporting specific to lifetime value through their lifetime value 
report which lets businesses understand how valuable different users are to 
their business based on lifetime performance.

Heather Creamer: Many other platforms similar to Google Analytics released easier reporting to 
allow for brands to review lifetime value in a snapshot which now allows brands 
to better evaluate lifetime value which is easier than just a few years ago.

Lenox Powell: Explain what you mean by volume and why that is something many brands 
tended to focus on?

Heather Creamer: Sure. It's important to understand that most brands still want volume for their 
affiliate program, many, especially those with a subscription or reoccurring 
service model, like we've talked about, now also want longevity from that 
volume. They want to bring on a lot of customers and/or new subscribers and 
they want them to stay a customer for a long time.

Heather Creamer: This concept of longevity will also vary from company to company. For example, 
a subscription clothing box or a food delivery service might consider six months 
of solid lifetime value, whereas a brand in the identity theft protection service 
might consider an average LTV to be around two years. Similarly, retail accounts 
can also look at lifetime value but in a slightly different way. They would look at 
the number of repeat purchases after the initial purchase within a one or two 
year time span and calculate the lifetime value that way.
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Heather Creamer: The main takeaway is that affiliate marketing can help brands realize one or 
both volume and lifetime value because of the model's ability to work with 
versatile marketing partners also referred to as affiliates.

Lenox Powell: So now that we've covered what lifetime value is and why it's a metric that's on 
the rise with brands, especially those in the subscription or reoccurring service 
realm, let's dig in a bit more into how all this plays out within affiliate marketing.

Heather Creamer: Sure. So if customer lifetime value is important to your brand's business model, 
then the first thing that's essential to know is what the average lifetime value is 
internally within the company. From there, it's really important to communicate 
those metrics to your affiliate program management team, and that can be the 
brand's internal team or an external team such as a program management 
agency. The main reason for this is so that strategic recommendations can be 
made around the types of partners in your program, how to commission them, 
and even how to target campaigns to extend that lifetime value.

Lenox Powell: What's an example?

Heather Creamer: What many brands operating in the subscription and reoccurring services sector 
have found, especially those looking to drive quality, high value enrollment is 
that partners who drive leads and who are paid on a cost-per-action basis can 
be ideal partners for generating both volume and lifetime value. This is because 
within the affiliate space we have different levers to pull and the flexibility to 
adjust strategies based on results we are seeing.

Heather Creamer: For example, one of our clients initially started working primarily with content 
partners and their affiliate program. While these partners were excellent at 
helping the brand drive top of funnel awareness, when it came to converting a 
consumer for their service offering, the performance wasn't what the client was 
hoping for.

Lenox Powell: So what did the team do?

Heather Creamer: The account team suggested that they test out partners whose business model 
was driving quality, high value leads for brands on a CPA basis. Our client started 
out by leveraging these lead gen partners to drive free trials for the service. That 
performed really well.

Heather Creamer: Next, we tested out the ability to move those free trial customers towards an 
actual subscription. And that performed really well too. As performance was 
proven, the client opened up the communication lines and started sharing 
further data points with us around lifetime value. And as their affiliate 
marketing agency, this information helped us to better identify which partners 
were driving the highest value customers in terms of LTV and we were able to 
optimize based on that.
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Heather Creamer: The optimization that we did included testing different promotions, as well as 
offering higher commissions, and we even did increase placements with those 
partners that were yielding the highest value customer. As a result, these 
partners were able to target their campaigns at a deeper level and help the 
brand extend their customer lifetime value and drive similar customers.

Heather Creamer: The main takeaway here is that if you're asking your affiliate program 
management team and partners to hit KPIs around lifetime value, you need to 
give them the tools to optimize towards that target. Once they have this insight, 
they can make the necessary changes to continue to optimize and strategize 
towards the more desired KPIs and results.

Lenox Powell: Were these different partner types compensated or incentivized differently 
based on their performance?

Heather Creamer: Yes. Tracking should be setup within whatever affiliate technology platform is 
being used to properly credit affiliates for driving their desired outcome. Having 
a brand's LTV data upfront is also really helpful in selecting what a commission 
rate for the program should be when you're first launching. For example, a 
brand's internal data should be able to show on average how long customers 
keep their subscription or membership. This information can then be used to 
come up with a commission rate for your affiliate partners based on how long 
each customer stays a customer and what the average value to the brand is.

Heather Creamer: Then as you test out different partnerships, patterns will appear that show 
certain affiliates have the ability to track longer customer spends, and in those 
cases you can commission them higher and optimize based on their 
performance.

Heather Creamer: Lastly, you'll want to put an emphasis, and this is really important, on 
communication to the partners because if they don't know what they're being 
tracked or paid on, they're not going to know how to optimize. So sharing that 
information with them will be vital to the success of your program.

Lenox Powell: Would you say it's important to test lifetime value campaigns with partners 
first?

Heather Creamer: Ideally yes. Once you have a baseline LTV rate, you can then get a better sense 
of how partners can help you drive more valuable customers. The testing time 
frame will really vary from program to program. But one thing to note here is 
that it's really important for brands to understand that it's unrealistic to expect 
really high volume, remarkable lifetime value from their affiliate program, and 
have all of that accomplished quickly in a short amount of time.

Lenox Powell: Why is that?
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Heather Creamer: Because it takes time to analyze specific partners results and to optimize their 
performance based on the initial results. Continuously monitoring and adjusting 
based on results will yield the desired outcome, but that does take time. As 
such, to set themselves and their partners up for success, brands must 
understand their priorities out of the gate.

Lenox Powell: So the brand has cultivated all this internal data and then the affiliate program 
management team is also gathering performance data through the lens of 
lifetime value. Now what? I mean what do you do with it?

Heather Creamer: This is where things get exciting. Once you have the data, you can then start 
implementing changes that reinforce and promote the desired behavior from 
the consumer. For example, a subscription brand could look at testing offers to 
exceed their average lifetime value for a customer. If the average lifetime value 
is six months, the brand could test offers that are for a 12 month long 
subscription but at a higher discount to entice the consumer to stay on longer.

Heather Creamer: Another way you can leverage lifetime value data is for commissioned 
adjustments and analyzing trends. For example, when working with an identity 
theft protection client, we would review the lifetime value on an affiliate by 
affiliate basis monthly and adjust commissions based on the specific lifetime 
value, or in this case we called it retention rate. Affiliates that generated higher 
numbers of customers who had a high retention rate were commissioned higher 
than those that had the lower rate of retention.

Lenox Powell: That is really interesting and sounds like the strategy would also be far more 
cost effective for the brand.

Heather Creamer: Absolutely. Another example is when our team worked with an online clothing 
retailer to compare lifetime value across channels for a two-year time period. 
What we found was that affiliate yielded higher value customers that were 
more likely to make repeat purchases within a four-month time frame and have 
a higher return average order value. This was really interesting because initially 
we were primarily focused on acquiring new customers for the client, but this 
showcased the value of return customers. As a result, the brand was willing to 
spend a bit more upfront to acquire those new customers, knowing the strong 
return metrics that would follow.

Lenox Powell: Heather, this is really good information for any brand, but especially for those 
with a subscription or reoccurring service business model. Love all the examples 
you shared for how customer lifetime value can be determined within the 
affiliate model and I am sure our listeners will as well.

Heather Creamer: Thanks Lenox. This is great.

Lenox Powell: And to you all, thank you for tuning in and listening to this episode of 
Outperform. We appreciate your support of this podcast and the great feedback 
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you give on topic suggestions and what you found valuable from it. In the show 
notes, we'll include an email address that you can use to send us ideas for 
episode discussion topics that would be useful to you and your partner 
marketing initiatives. Until next time, keep outperforming.
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